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List of talks at the conference
Plenary talks
Roger W. Barnard: Applications of hypergeometric functions
Bruce C. Berndt: The Rogers{Ramanujan continued fraction
Annie Cuyt: How well can the concept of Pade approximant be generalized to the multivariate
case?
Peter L. Duren: Harmonic mappings in the plane
Mourad Ismail: Orthogonal polynomials related to theta functions
William B. Jones: Orthogonal Laurent polynomials and strong moment problems; a survey
Thomas H. MacGregor: Fractional Cauchy transforms
Francisco Marcellan: Perturbation of Laguerre{Hahn linear functionals
Walter van Assche: Extremal polynomials on discrete sets
Haakon Waadeland: a2 { the plain and simple coecient. Playing with an old toy
Shorter talks
George A. Baker: Algebraic approximants and the numerical solution of parabolic equations
I.N. Baker: Uniformisation of some dynamically dened domains
Elias Berriochoa Esnaola: A family of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle
Cathy Bonan-Hamada: Para-ortogonal Laurent polynomials and the strong Stieltjes moment
problem
Cleonice Bracciali: Symmetric strong distributions
Marcel G. de Bruin: On a Schoenberg-type conjecture
Andre Draux: The generalized Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials
Kathy Driver: Zero and pole distribution of diagonal Pade approximants to the exponential func-
tion
Jacek Dziok: Classes of functions dened by certain dierential-integral operators
Matts Essen: Best constant inequalities for conjugate functions
John Gill: A natural continuous interpolating structure for modied and traditional continued
fractions
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Pablo Gonzalez-Vera: Two point Pade approximation to the Cauchy transform of certain strong
distributions
Arcadii Grinshpan: Some estimates for bounded functions
Phil Gustafson: Gaussian quadrature rules and numerical examples for strong extensions of clas-
sical mass distributions, 2
Kari Hag: Characterizations of disks
Brian Hagler: Gaussian quadrature rules and numerical examples for strong extensions of classical
mass distributions, 1
Johan Karlsson: Pade approximants and continued fractions
Yong Chan Kim: Uniformly convexity properties of generalized hypergeometric functions
Jan G. Krzy _z: Harmonic automorphisms of the unit disk
Khrystyna Kuchmins’ka: On two-dimensional continued fraction properties
L. Jerome Lange: Best uniform convergence regions for continued fractions K(1=bn) and applica-
tions
Xin Li: Regularity of rational functions orthogonal on the unit circle
Guillermo Lopez Lagomasino: Overconvergence of subsequences of rows of Pade approximants
with gaps
Olli Martio: Local behaviour of generalizations of analytic functions
John H. McCabe: The denominator polynomials in two-point Pade tables
C. David Minda: Two-point distortion for univalent functions
Juan Jose Moreno-Balcazar: On non-diagonal Jacobi{Sobolev polynomials-analytic properties
Pierre Moussa: Continued fractions and Brjuno functions
Peter Orlik: Multivariable hypergeometric integrals and arrangements of hyperplanes
Marius Overholt: Jacobian determinant estimates for injective holomorphic mappings
Dariusz Partyka: Quasiconformality of harmonic extensions
Vigdis Petersen: On measures used in frequency analysis
Maciej Pindor: Pade approximants and noise in series coecients
A. Sri Ranga: On moment preserving approximations by kernels
Ragnhild Johanne Rensaa: On omitted tuples for univalent functions
David E. Roberts: Representations of vector continued fractions
Hans J. Runckel: On the number of zeros of meromorphic functions related to analytic continued
fractions
Daniel F. Shea: Sharp norm estimates for the conjugate operator of L(log L)p
Herbert Stahl: Uniqueness of rational best H 2 approximants
Ted Suridge: An argument principle for harmonic mappings with singularities
Franciszek H. Szafraniec: The complex moment problem
Wojciech Szapiel: Convexity in extremal problems
Jan Szynal: Krzy _z conjecture and Laguerre polynomials
Jeanette van Iseghem: Matrix continued fractions
Brigitte Verdonk: Exploring multivariate Pade approximants for multiple hypergeometric series
Agnieszka Wisniowska: Conic domains and starlike functions
Nancy J. Wyshinski: Computation of special functions
